NACADA Region 1 and Region 2 Mentoring Program

Lunch and Learn

New Program for 2021!
Two Regions, Twice the Fun!
Network and grow as practitioner!
Learn from another professional!

One Year Commitment
March 2021-March 2022
Must be a NACADA Member
Attendance at NACADA Virtual Region 1 and Region 2 Conference not required!

Why Become a Mentor?
Share your knowledge and experience.
Offer a new or novice advisor support.
Transform your career development.
Give back to the advising community.

Why Become a Mentee?
Learn from an expert in the field.
Gain professional development.
Set goals for your career pathway.
Network with a cohort of mentees/mentors!

Join us on Friday, February 26, 2021
12-1 PM Eastern

Any questions? Contact Gavin Farber, Region 2 Mentoring and Membership Coordinator, gavin.farber@temple.edu.